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With
THE
ONLY
HUMAN,
internationally acclaimed bestselling author
Rick Mofina takes young readers on a
white-knuckled, heart-pounding thrill ride
across New York City. Thirteen-year-old
Tyler Price is struggling with his parents
divorce as he pinballs between their
apartments in Manhattan. One day after
school a troubled old man sits next to him
on a city bus. His voice filled with fear, the
man says, the awakening has begun, and
reveals that Tyler is the only person who
can stop it. The man thrusts a satchel at
Tyler, telling him to never let it go, minutes
before he is killed in a traffic accident
while fleeing police. Against the backdrop
of a series of strange happenings in New
York City the disappearance of a packed
tour bus Tyler and his school friend, Ella
Shaw, become fugitives hunted by police
who want the satchel. The worn leather
bag contains a notebook with passages in
an ancient language and a pair of old
goggles similar to those worn by stone
cutters who carved the citys gargoyles. As
Tyler and Ella work to unravel the mystery
behind the old mans foretelling, they
determine that Tyler is a descendant of a
stone cutter whod worked on most of New
Yorks buildings. Tylers ancestor had
opposed a stone cutter who practiced the
Black Arts and put an apocalyptic curse on
the city and the world. With powerful
forces pursuing them, Tyler and Ella battle
time before the curse, which encompasses
the human race, is complete. A NOTE
FROM THE AUTHOR New York City is a
majestic metropolis rich with myths,
legends and lore. On a recent trip there, I
discovered some true and disturbing facts
about the citys history. Those facts not only
served as the inspiration, they also appear
in key scenes of THE ONLY HUMAN.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR Rick Mofina is a
former
crime
reporter
and
the
award-winning author of several acclaimed
thrillers. He has interviewed murderers
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face-to-face on death row; flown over L.A.
with the LAPD and patrolled near the
Arctic with the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. Hes reported from the U.S.,
Canada, the Caribbean, Africa, Qatar and
Kuwaits border with Iraq. His true crime
articles have appeared in The New York
Times, Marie Claire, Readers Digest and
Penthouse. New York Times Bestselling
author, Tess Gerritsen, says: Rick Mofinas
tense taut writing makes every thriller he
writes an adrenaline-packed ride. The
International Thriller Writers, The Private
Eye Writers of America and The Crime
Writers of Canada have Rick Mofinas
books as being among the best in the
world. His titles have been published in
some 20 countries and have been praised
by James Patterson, Dean Koontz, Michael
Connelly, Lee Child, Tess Gerritsen,
Jeffery Deaver, Sandra Brown, James
Rollins, Brad Thor, Nick Stone, David
Morrell, Allison Brennan, Heather
Graham,
Linwood
Barclay,
Peter
Robinson, Hakan Nesser and Kay Hooper.
For more information please visit
www.rickmofina.com.
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..but im only human ! - YouTube The latest Tweets from Only Human WNYC (@onlyhuman). #OnlyHuman, a
podcast by @WNYC Studios. Jul 24, 2016 A project in Australia has created a disquieting visual representation of how
a human would have to evolve to survive a car crash. ONLY HUMAN - Lyrics - International Lyrics Playground
Buy Only Human on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Only Human WNYC Jan 28, 2016 Its really strange
that only humans have chins, says James Pampush from Duke University. When were looking at things that are uniquely
Only Human WNYC (@onlyhuman) Twitter Feb 9, 2016 But it turns out that regulating our diets strictly through
calories, technically just a unit of energy, has recently proved less reliable than we Only Human - WNYC Feb 8, 2017
In this episode of Only Human we tell the epic story of Jennifer Jako and how she managed to sneak into our livings
rooms and, possibly, KLA LYRICS - Only Human Download past episodes or subscribe to future episodes of Only
Human by WNYC for free. Only Human : NPR : Only Human: Guillermo Toledo, Marian Aguilera Only Human.
5369 likes 16 talking about this. Only Human, a new podcast from WNYC Studios. Only Human by WNYC on Apple
Podcasts - iTunes Radiolab and Only Human have partnered with uBiome, a company that sequences the DNA of
microbes, so that you can find out about the microbiome on your Only Human - Home Facebook Buy DOCTOR
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WHO: ONLY HUMAN on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Were Only Human Association for
Psychological Science Only Human is the fourth studio album by English recording artist Cheryl. It was released on 7
November 2014, through Polydor Records. Following a slew of BBC - Earth - Why are we the only human species
still alive? The Only Human - Kindle edition by Rick Mofina. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note Dont Count on the Calorie - Only Human - WNYC Drama A
family with quadruplets who took part in a reality TV show now seek out professional lives, including working with
their physician mom at a hospital. The Only Human Designed to Survive a Car Crash The Only Humans. 497 likes
15 talking about this. Get our EP, Endless Bedroom Slideshow, at ! @theonlyhumans. : The Only Human eBook: Rick
Mofina: Kindle Store Im only human. And I crash and I break down. Your words in my head, knives in my heart. You
build me up and then I fall apart Cause Im only human. I can turn CHRISTINA PERRI LYRICS - Human AZLyrics The Woman Behind a Secret Greys Anatomy Experiment - Only May 30, 2014 - 3 min - Uploaded by
xCuteWithoutxEX Anmerkung: nicht perfekt geworden.. but IM ONLY HUMAN ? Lied: ? boyepic - human Only
Human (TV Movie 2014) - IMDb Lyrics to Only Human song by KLA: I say momma, dont cry no more! She say
baby, dont lie no more! Tell me the truth, when you gone co Were the Only Animals With Chins, and No One Knows
Why - The RagnBone Man - Human (Official Video) - YouTube ONLY HUMAN (Barry Eastmond / Jeffrey
Osborne) Jeffrey Osborne - 1991 Also recorded by: George Howard Oooohhhh, sensitive, thats what I am Make no The
Only Humans - Home Facebook Sep 29, 2015 Once Earth was home to a host of human species, from Neanderthals
to hobbits. But today only we survive. Davey Suicide Only Human Lyrics Genius Lyrics Only Human Lyrics: So
youve finally hit your wall / You feel like youve lost it all / Like the weight of the worlds come crashing down / Hey, its
alright / Youre not Only Human WNYC Only Human Lyrics: Is this the end or the beginning / Of something
beautiful? / Im on the ledge, the same one / That Ive talked so many down from before / I 12 Stones Only Human
Lyrics Genius Lyrics Were Only Human. Is Twitter an Echo Chamber? Ive been a member of both Facebook and
Twitter for many years, and my experiences with the two couldnt be none Oct 7, 2014 - 4 min - Uploaded by CherylThe
new album Only Human is out now and available on iTunes http:/// OHDLXYT
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